HIGH SENSITIVITY RELAY MODULE
0E-RLY12242S
1A 120VAC OR 2A 28VDC DPDT CONTACTS
12 TO 24VDC OPERATION
ISOLATED TRIGGER

Applications include intrusion, access control, video surveillance and other systems requiring control or activation of electronic devices. Operations include dry contacts, latching dry contacts, polarity reversal and line seizure. Includes double-sided foam mounting tape.

- 12 TO 24VDC OPERATION
- 1 AMP 120VAC OR 2 AMP 28VDC DPDT CONTACTS
- 3 TO 24VDC 2 MA TO 16 MA ISOLATED TRIGGER
- 45 MA CURRENT DRAW
- AC INPUT REQUIRED: 10.8VA
- OPERATING TEMP.: -13°F to 131°F (-25°C to 55°C)
- STORAGE TEMP.: -13°F to 158°F (-25°C to 70°C)
- HUMIDITY: 0 TO 95%

PART #: 0E-RLY12242S
UPC: 811914023418
LENGTH: 2.75"
WIDTH: 2"
HEIGHT: 1"
WEIGHT: 1.8 OUNCES

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR ADI SALES PERSON.

wboxtech.com